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Microsoft Outlook


From:

Sent:
 Friday, May 20, 2011 3:21 PM

To:
 Gibson, Beth N; Hale, Brian P

Cc:
 

Subject:
 OPA:  Secure Communities and New York


Hi Beth and Brian,


Issue:

A reporter in New York with El Diario who also writes for the blog “Feet in Two Worlds” has requested

information on Secure Communities and pressure on New York Governor Andrew Cuomo to terminate the

SC memorandum of agreement with ICE.


Background:

Secure Communities has been deployed in 27 of 62 jurisdictions in New York state.  Immigration advocates

have reportedly been calling upon the governor to bow out of Secure Communities.


Planned response:

PAO plans to provide the following cleared information on participation in Secure Communities to the

reporter.


 "Secure Communities is not voluntary and never has been. As we have noted before, unfortunately,

this was not communicated as clearly as it should have been to state and local jurisdictions by ICE

when the program began. We have taken several specific steps to address this issue. Through outreach

with local jurisdictions and members of congress, we have since made the parameters of the program

clear to all stakeholders involved."


Secure Communities is mandatory in that, once Secure Communities is activated in a jurisdiction, the

fingerprints that state and local jurisdiction submits to the FBI to be checked against the Department of

Justice’s biometric system for criminal history records are automatically sent to DHS’s biometric

system to check against its immigration and law enforcement records.  The United States government

has determined that a jurisdiction cannot choose to have the fingerprints it submits to the federal

government processed only for criminal history checks.  Further, jurisdictions cannot demand that the

identifications that result from DHS’s processing of the fingerprints not be shared with local ICE field

offices in that jurisdiction.  The local ICE field office, and not the state or local law enforcement agency,

determines what immigration enforcement action, if any, is appropriate.  In that sense, a state or local

jurisdiction may not “opt out” of Secure Communities.


A jurisdiction may, however, choose not to receive the identifications that result from processing the

fingerprints through DHS’s biometric system that are provided to the local ICE field office.  This ability

for jurisdictions to choose not to receive the results of the information sharing between the FBI and

DHS has in the past been mischaracterized as a mechanism for a jurisdiction to “opt out” of the

program as a whole. In fact, a jurisdiction’s decision.”


 DHS has expanded the Secure Communities initiative—which uses biometric information and services

to identify and remove criminal aliens in state prisons and local jails—from 14 jurisdictions in 2008 to

more than 1,200 today, including all jurisdictions along the Southwest border. DHS is on track to

expand this program to all law enforcement jurisdictions nationwide by 2013. In FY 2010 alone, Secure

Communities led to the arrest of more than 59,000 convicted criminal aliens, including more than

21,000 convicted of major violent offenses like murder, rape, and the sexual abuse of children.

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Document ID: 0.7.98.170762 ICE 2010FOIA2674.0135594
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 We’re focused on smart, effective immigration enforcement that prioritizes criminal aliens who pose a

public safety threat.


 To date, Secure Communities has led to the removal of more than 72,000 illegal immigrants convicted

of crimes, including more than 26,000 convicted of major violent offenses like murder, rape and the

sexual abuse of children.


 By 2013 we plan to make Secure Communities available to every jurisdiction in the country.


I plan to speak to the reporter at 1:00 PM PDT today.


---------------


Spokeswoman and Public Affairs Officer

Pacific Northwest & New York

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement

 Homeland Security Investigations &

 Enforcement and Removal Operations


(Office)  or 
(Mobile) 


(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6), ...

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Document ID: 0.7.98.170762 ICE 2010FOIA2674.0135595
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From: |@leo.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 2:55 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: OI Veritication Request for 15 MD Counties

I am not sure if the message was mis communicated or not but, by 2013, to fulfill the Congressional mandate for
increased information sharing, the federal government plans to activate IDENT/IAFIS interoperability for all criminal

fingerprint submissions nationwide. I don't think Secure Communities has their own mandate, but I have copied l
the Regional POC for the SCPMO.W does SC have a separate mandatory federal bill? Please respond to all

so we can clarify...

Thanks

wI
FB1 CJ15 Division

Interoperability Initiatives Unit

This email may contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) which must be protected in accordance with applicable privacy and b
security policies. If you are not the intended recipient of this information, disclosure, reproduction, distribution, or use of this b7C
information is prohibited.

From:l [mailto leo.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 1:44 PM
To:
Cc: I
Subject: FW: ORI Verification Request for 15 MD Counties

Could you please follow up with [} n this issue?
Thanks!

Management and Program Analyst
Interoperability Initiatives Unit
DOJ/FBI/CJIS

This email may contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) which must be protected in accordance with applicable privacy and security
policies. If you are not the intended recipient of this information, disclosure, repoduction, distribution, or use of this Information is
prohibited.

From: l[mailto[dpscs.state.md.us]
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 1:43 PM

FBI-SC-FPL-230
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To:l I
Subject: RE: ORI Verification Request for 15 MD Counties

Im trying to follow up on something that was shared with me from a local Ice person in Balt...He stated that in 2013 this
Secure Communities will be a mandatory federal bill?? Do you know if that is accurate and if so do we have a legislative
reference for that fact. It would help my push here to keep things moving...let me know if you have.any info on this or
know who might... thanks

From: [mailto:l aleo.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 11:38 AM
To:
CC: m TR)'; I@leo.gov
Subject: ORI Verification Request for 15 MD Counties
Importance: High

Good morning,

The following counties within your state have been identified for Secure Communities deployment in the near future:

Allegany Calvert Caroline Carroll Cecil
Charles Dorchester Garrett Harford Howard
Somerset Talbot Washington Wicomico Worcester

In preparation for deployment, attached please find a proposed list of ORIs to be used through Interoperability for the
Secure Communities initiative.

Based on the selection criteria below, please review the ORIs, coordinating the review with the counties as appropriate. 7 /
Please identify any additions or deletions on the sheet and return them to me by 09113110.

Selection criteria -only agencies submitting Criminal Tenprint Submission Answer Required (CAR) transactions
and National Fingerprint File (NFF) states submitting Criminal Print ident (CPI) transactions will be considered
from state, local and tribal law enforcement agencies. ORIs with B, D, F, H, I, K, M, N, O, P, Q, R, T, U, V and W
in the 9th position will be excluded from consideration and have not been included in the preliminary listing.

There may be ORIs on the list that are no longer used by the county and may need removed from the list. Also,
there may be additional ORIs that are not on the list, such as terminal numbers which will need to be added.
Additionally, at this time please mark for removal any ORIs that do not book exclusively through the county
booking stations participating in this effort. For example, if there is an ORI that submits through a county selected
for participation in the program that also submits through a county not yet participating, the ORI would be
excluded until both counties are activated. If this is the case, please note the names of the additional counties on
the spreadsheet.

Thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter. Please do not hesitate to contact me if there are any questions or
concerns.

Please note that all ORI information is Law Enforcement Sensitive and should be disseminated appropriately.

Thanks!

Management and Program Analyst
Interoperability Initiatives Unit
DOJ/FBICJIS FBI-SC-FPL-231

2
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This email may contain Personally Identifiable Information (Pil) which must be protected in accordance with applicable privacy and security
policies. If you are not the intended recipient of this information, disclosure, repoduction, distribution, or use of this information is
prohibited.

FBI-SC-FPL-232

3
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From: | |leo.gov]
Sent: Tuesday. Seotember 28, 2010 4:14 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Comments to minutes for WG on 9/16
Attachments: SCWG Meeting_Minutes 91610_CJIS comb Comments 9 27 2010.docx

Attached are the CJIS comments. We think it is important to capture the details around the ORI validation, especially
since CJIS will only validate the ORI's with the SIB now. Please review and let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks

FBI CJIS Division
Interoperabilit Initiatives Unit

This email may contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) which must be protected in accordance with applicable privacy and
security policies. If you are not the intended recipient of this information, disclosure, reproduction, distribution, or use of this
information is prohibited.

FBI-SC-FPL-313

1
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U.S. Immigration EmS Secure
and Customs C
Enforcement i

SC PMO Working Group Meeting Minutes with FBI CJIS and US-VISIT
September 17, 2010

Meeting Date September 16, 2010

Meeting Time 2:00 PM

Meeting Location PCN Bldg - 3m Floor, Conference Room 3175

Meeting Name SC PMO Working Group Meeting with FBI CJIS and US-VISIT

Facilitator

Scribe

Attendees

, SU (lvarc Rapp,

Purpose of Meeting:
* To discuss and strategize potential changes to Interoperability outreach and activation

processes with FBI CJIS and US-VISIT.

Discussion:

* CJIS will work with SC on a case by case basis where an LEA-centric approach is
requested by that state's SIB. Potential risks include increased workload and potential
adintion nf naw 0914 fthaf will nnt nn thrmiah SC Rven thnunh thenlint is o un fivaed

5

CJIS was uncomfortable relying solely on the bi-annual ORI review with the states for
Interoerability validation. CJiS will continue to

* If F1A.mnfrir ~rtivntinna ~rs rnavnldrihle in anm= Wlsts4 I

SC PMO Touch Base Meeting with CJIS and US-VISIT

FBI-SC-FPL-314
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is already at their capacity for managing POCs for this-fuiese validating OR's and do
not want to manage two different parallel processes. CJIS has determined they will
validate the ORI's with the SIB only.

-US-VISIT has agreed it will no longer nee t lidft RI if [fn ri n h
removed from the initial ORI validation list

" Everyone is in concurrence with new email correspondence. Only minor changes will be
made once CJIS forwards them to SC. The new email activation notification policy will
take effect for activations occurring after October 1, 2010

" CJIS will conduct a legal review of materials in furtherance of desire to distribute
electronic versions of Interoperability materials in the near future.

* CJIS is comfortable with state-wide briefs to agencieslassociations replacing local briefs.
This will assist with outreach in the case of statewide activation requests.

-SC is currently modifying the language around the Opt in I Opt out message. Once it is b 5
ready, SC will forward to our partners-for review.

i............................................................................................................... ----{ Formatted: Font: (Default) Arlal, to pt------ Formatted: Font: (Default) Anlal, 10 pt

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.25"
... nq tems -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- FratdFo:(eau)Anl10pod
CJIS wj~ provide SC with further information on the ORI creation prcess and-t how states------------- -- _------------ Formatted: Font: 10 pt
notify CJIS of new ORI's for, hleir agencies . o e o

. Formatted: Superscript* The outreach materials will soon be delivered electronically. SC will forward the materials Formatted Superscript
to the partners for review prior to implemenation. Formatted: Supersript

Formatted: Font: limes New Roman
* CJIS will check internally to see if the outreach materials pertinent to CJIS can be shared

electronically or posted to websites. Items should be marked LE sensitve as appropriate.

* SC will develop an outreach plan for the LEA's that are not activated by the SC
deployment plan but will be activated with the implementation of NGI for CJIS and US-
VISIT to review

SC Interoperability Deployment Meeting wl CJIS & US-VISIT 2

FBI-SC-FPL-315
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I (CK) (FBI)

From: CJIS) (FBI)
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 11:16 AM
To: I I(CJS) (FBI)
Subject: REp: Upt ut letter for Director Mueller

Categories: sc rpl, Blue Category

First, it's definitely hard to write a letter that may be going to the Director and second, trying to downsize all the
information that really needs to be in this letter makes that even more difficult. There are some many potential impacts
either way we go on this one and it would be very difficult to get all of this low-level information clearly understood. So I
say all that to say...good job! My changes are just a few rewards.

Attached is a version that has the changes marked up and a version with all changes accepted. Due toll being out all
next week I wanted him to begin reviewing in case he wanted to do anything about this today or tomorrow. If you are
opposed to any of the changes, by all means we can discuss as I think we're both aware this won't be the final. @

Directors_Opting Directors_Opting
Out Interoper... Out Interoper...

I C

From: IJIS) (FBI)
Sef ied. Noember 1. 2010 11:46 AM
To: I IS) (FBI)
Subjec: Up ut eer for irector Mueller

Attached is a soft copy of the draft letter from AD Roberts to Director Mueller regardin O tin Out. I r-
will also provide you a hard copy for review. I will s a nis n the Letter folder on theI as well.
I thought you may want to review prior to sending to but let me know.

Thanks << File: Directors _Opting Out Interoperability letter_ 11510 .wpd >>

vianagementand Program Analyst
FBI CJIS Division
Global Operations Section

In rn rhilir Inifitiaves Unit
ork

Blackberry
FI-C-FPL-34ov

FBI-SC-FPL-346
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Clarksburg, WV 26306

November 30, 2010

Robert S. Mueller, III
Director
FBI Headquarters
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20535-0001

Dear Director Mueller:

The Federal Bureau of Investigation's CJIS Division continues to work with the
Department of Homeland Security'r Unitdtates i.ist an'd igrant Status Indicator
Technology (US-VISIT) Program to icreae pa iia{y)4 in jhe biometric interoperability
established between the FBI's Intgatee igerprit Identificatidn System (IAFIS)
and the DHS US-VISIT Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT). Currently, state
and local law enforcement agencies participate in IDENT/IAFIS interoperability when the ICE
Secure Communities program deploys to a particular jurisdiction. As of November 16, 2010,
there are 788 jurisdictions in 34 states participating in the Secure Communities Program.
However, the ICE Secure Communities Program is receiving multiple requests from law
enforcement agencies (Arlington, VA; Santa Clara and San Francisco, CA) to "opt-out" of
participation in Secure Communities.

On May 24, 2010, representatives from the CJIS Division participated in a
meeting with the Immigration Counsel with White House Judiciary Committee Maority Staff to
discuss the process of activation and future plans for Secure Communities.

242-HQ-C1497984-BIOMETRICS
1 - Mr. Pender, Module C-3 1 - Mr. e, Module C -3 b 6
1 - Mr. Morris, Module C-3 1 - Ms.I I Module D-2 b

1 - Mr. fodule D-2
DDR/lkw (7) FBI-SC-FPL-347
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Director Mueller

seeks your direction for responding appropriately. I am a lilb your convenience to discuss b
this matter with you or your staff. Please call me at (304J if you have any questions.

DRAFTs

Daniel D. Roberts
Assistant Director
Criminal Justice Information

Services Division

FBI-SC-FPL-348

2
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Clarksburg, WV 26306

November 18, 2010

Robert S. Mueller, III
Director
FBI Headquarters
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20535-0001

Dear Director Mueller:

The Federal Bureau of Investigation's CJIS Division continues to work with the
Department of Homeland Securit3 'g'm ldtates\Visitfo-aUfldmigrant Status Indicator
Technology (US-VISIT) Programr to icrease pEi pao in the biometric interoperability
established between the FBI's Inteatdliko-mate&FAtgerprt Identification System (IAFIS)
and the DHS US-VISIT Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT). Currently, state
and local law enforcement agencies participate in IDENT/IAFIS interoperability when the ICE
Secure Communities program deploys to a particular jurisdiction. As of November 16, 2010,
there are 788 jurisdictions in 34 states participating in the Secure Communities Program.
However, the ICE Secure Communities Program is receiving multiple requests from law
enforcement agencies (Arlington, VA; Santa Clara and San Francisco, CA) to "opt-out" of
participation in Secure Communities.

On May 24, 2010, representatives from the CJIS Division participated in a
meeting with the Immigration Counsel with White House Judiciary Committee Majority Staff to
discuss the process of activation and future plans for Secure Communities. Specifically, CJIS
was asked if we would activate a site that had not signed a written agreement with ICE and if a
site could "opt-out" of participation. CJIS responded that the State Identification Bureaus
provide us the decision of whether or not a site is activated.

242-HQ-C1497984-BIOMETRICS
1 - Mr. Pender, Module C-3 1 - Mr. Rudge, Module C -3 FBI-SC-FPL-349 ,

1 - Mr. Morris, Module C-3 1 - Ms. I Module D-2 17 C

- Mr. Module D-2
DDR/1w(7)
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Director Mueller

b5

eeks your direction for responding
appropnatey am av atour convenience to mscuss this matter with you or your staff.
Please call me at (304)[ if you have any questions.

Sincerely yours,

Daniel D. Roberts
Assistant Director
Cim A C-in l itice Information

Seilvices Division

FBI-SC-FPL-350

2
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(CK) (FBI)

From: I(CJIS) (FBI)
Sent: Monday. December 13.2010 7:31 AM
To: L ]CJIS) (FBI)
Subject: FW: DOJ Stance on Secure Communities "Opt Out"

From: MORRIS, STEPHEN L. (CIS) (FBI)
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 1:28 PM
To: RUDGE, ROBERT C. (CJIS) (FBI)
Cc[ j IS) (FBI)
Subject: RE: DOJ Stance on Secure Communities "Opt Out"

b6.

Bobl Lets get together next week to update me on the status. I also need to know who, if anyone, at DOJ has been
working this issue with you guysl See you then

From: RUDGE, ROBERT C. (CIS) (FBI)
Sent: Friday, December 03, 2010 1:17 PM
To: MORRIS, STEPHEN L. (CIS) (FBI)
Subject: FW: DOJ Stance on Secure Communities "Opt Out"

Steve...please c below...fyi...

From: .. CJIS) (FBI)
Sent: Wednesday, December 01, 2010 2:20 PM
To: RUDGE, ROBERT C. (CIS) (FBI)
Cc: CIS) (FBI)
Su . re Communities "Opt Out"

SC Rudge,

As you are aware, a state/local agency's ability to "opt-out" of participating in the ICE Secure Communities program
continues to be a hot topic discussion in the media and during discussions of deployment.

As brief background. in late July, CJIS was made aware of a letter written to the Attorney General and the Secretary of
Homeland Security from the Honorable Zoe Lofgren, a California Congresswoman requesting "a clear explanation of how
local law enforcement agencies may opt out of Secure Communities by having the fingerprints they collect and submit to
the State Identification Bureaus checked against criminal, but not immigration databases." The Assistant Attorney
General and the Department of Homeland Security Secretary both responded in writing that an agency not wanting to
participate in the Secure Communities deployment plan'must formally notify the Assistant Director for the ICE Secure
Communities Program. These responses focused solely on the deployment plan. Secretary Napolitano has subsequently
clarified that ICE's position is that there is no opt out for the long term implementation. Additionally, this topic was
discussed during a meeting between the Immigration Counsel and the White House Judiciary Committee Majority Staff

131

FBI-SC-FPL-365
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where CJIS was questioned if a site could "opt-out". In line with the process established for activation, we responded
that the State Identifications Bureaus provide us the decision of whether or not a site is activated.

In April, the Interoperability Initiatives Unit received notice of a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request regarding
Secure Communities. On October 30th, CJIS was notified by the OGC that the plaintiffs in the Secure Communities FOIA
filed a motion for a preliminary injunction with the Court, demanding expedited production of records relating to the
"opt-out" issue. The media is reporting this hearing is scheduled for December 9'h.

We have had several discussions internally regarding the CJIS position and the possible repercussions, however due to
the level of attention this topic is getting it is to our advantage to elevate to for guidance.

*Specifically it would be beneficial to know if the Attorney General concurs with the DHS Secretary that there is no
opt out for long term implementation.*

Unit Chief
Interoperability Initiatives Unit
Module D-2

fbi.sgov.gov
I leo.gov

FBI-SC-FPL-366

132
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Re: DHS QFRS re DHS Oversight Page 1 of 4

Re: DHS FRS re DHS Oversight

Sent: Thurday, May 26, 20111:21 PM
To: I I
cc: CHS)(FBI) C1IS)(FBI, {FBtIea.gov;

In reviewing this reference to non-criminal, it may be actually referencing non-criminals in this case. I would
make the suggestion that ICE define what they mean here by non-criminal (I.e individuals identified outside of
LE?).

I I
Supervisory Management and Program Analyst
Interoperability Initiatives Unit
FBI CJIS Dn~ivimon

-[Jleo.gov

From: I
To:

(CJIS)(FBI); leo.gov -leo.gov>

Sent: Tau May 26 09:54:37 2011
Subject: RE: DHS QFRS re DHS Oversight i2

W
There are currently no state/local non-criminal justice searches to IDENT. Being that the questions are
strictly about Secure Communities, the sentence should reflect only criminal.

As far as the criminal / non-criminal terminology, IIU has previously advised ICE SC PMO that the use of non-
criminal is not wise, yet they have continued to use it. As Denise indicates in her e-mail, comment without
revision is less than helpful and CJIS revision would not be consistent with the terminology ICE has chosen to
use.

Supervisory Management and Program Analyst
FBI CJIS Division / Global operations Section
Tntranrahbiity Initiatives Unit (IIu)

(office)
(mobile)

This e-mail may contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) which must be protected in accordance with
applicable privacy and security policies. If you are not the intended recipient of this information,
disclosure, reproduction, distribution, or use of this information is prohibited.

From
Sent: Thursday, Ma 26, 2011 9:42 AN

Cc: F JT (F-T

(CJIS)(PBI); )1eo.gov;
Sub3ect: DHS QFRS re DHS Oversight

8/2/2011 17
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Re: DHS QFRS re DHS Oversight Page 2 of 4

Assistant General Counsel
FBI/OGC/AIU
1000 Custer Hollow Rd. C-3rS ium .Va. 26306

FAX

PromC (CJIS)(FBI)
Sen Wed V MAY 95 ?All 5*7 PM

To:
CC: Rudge, Robert C. Jr;
Sub ec: : n s re DHS Oversight

GOS/IIU has reviewed in coordination with AIl and other than a concern about DHS speaking for the USG, to
include actions under the purview of the AG, there are no concerns. As per my conversation with DAD Morris,
that concern should be resolved in that the AG and Director have expressed that this is an issue for DHS to
decide.

Let me know if I've misunderstood.

thanks

v/R

ICJs, Giooal Initiatives Unit
ofc
cel -

e .t l.gov<mailto ic.fbi.gov>

This message is intended only for the individual(s) named. If you are not the named addressee please do not
disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail, or use its contents . Please notify the sender immediately if you
have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

b7C
b7E

Frm:1

To: (CJIS) (FBI)

Cc:

Subject: Fw: DRS QFRS re DHS Oversight

For review/comment.

Will you kindly provide to couldn't find his e-mail address.

T

To:
Sent: Wed May 25 16:51:40 2011
Subject: Re: DHS QFRS re DHS Oversight

Yes forward to AIU as usual

From:
To: Morris, Stephen L.
Sent: Wed May 25 15:30:23 2011
Subject: Fw: DHS QFRS re DHS Oversight

OK for me to send to GOS, land to reFtSC-FPL-414

I8/2/2011
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Re: DHS QFRS re DHS Oversight Page 3 of4

To"'w - I
To (CJIS) (PBII);
Sent: Wed May 25 15:11:10 2011
Subject: DHS QPRS re DHS Oversight

The FBI has been asked to review Department of Homeland Security (DHS) responses to Congressional Questions for
the Record (QFRs) re: DHSE Oversight.

While most of those questions don't relate to FBI matters, the below QFR concerns CJIS (Secure Communities).

Could you please review the below response and see if the FBI needs to propose any edits?

As you know, when we are asked to review responses prepared by other agencies, our comments are not really
desired, because those agencies have attempted thoughtful responses to these questions. If, however, editing
is necessary to PROTECT THE FBI'S INTERESTS or to correct factual errors, we should MAKE THE EDITS and provide
an explanation as to why they are necessary. If we were to JUST comment and offer no revisions, we would be
less than helpful and would risk erroneous implementation of our suggestion.

We have been asked to provide any edits by 2pm May 27, 2011. If we submit edits after that time, they will
likely be disregarded because the responses will already have been sent to the Hill for publication.

Question: I am concerned about press reports suggesting that States and localities cannot opt out of

participation in the Secure Communities program. What exactly is the DHS position on this issue?

First, can a state or locality that agreed to cooperate with Secure Communities later opt out?

Second, what about a state that has never signed up for Secure Communities, such as my home state of vermont?
If Vermont does not wish to sign up for Secure Communities, will it lose access to national criminal databases?

Response: ICE acknowledges that some of its previous public statements on Secure Communities were unclear and
may have led to confusion about whether a jurisdiction can "opt out" of the program. ICE apologizes for any
misunderstandings that its earlier messages may have caused.

Secure Communities is mandatory in that, once Secure Communities is activated in a jurisdiction, the
fingerprints that state and local jurisdiction submits to the FBI to be checked against the Department of
Justice's biometric system for criminal history records are automatically sent to DES's biometric system to
check against its immigration and law enforcement records. The United States government has determined that a
jurisdiction cannot choose to have the fingerprints it submits to the federal government processed only for
criminal history checks. Further, jurisdictions cannot demand that the identifications that result from DES's
processing of the fingerprints not be shared with local ICE field offices in that jurisdiction. The local ICE
field office, and not the state or local law enforcement agency, determines what immigration enforcement
action, if any, is appropriate. In that sense, a state or local jurisdiction may not "opt out" of Secure
Communities.

A jurisdiction may, however, choose not to receive the identifications that result from processing the
fingerprints through DS's biometric system that are provided to the local ICE field office. This ability for
jurisdictions to choose not to receive the results of the information sharing between the FBI and DHS has in
the past been mischaracterized as a mechanism for a jurisdiction to "opt out" of the program as a whole. In
fact, a jurisdiction's decision not to receive this information does not affect whether the local ICE field
office in that jurisdiction will or will not take enforcement action based on those results.

Under this administration, ICE has prioritized the removal of aliens who pose a danger to national security or
public safety, with a particular focus on convicted criminals, as well as the removal of recent border
violators, illegal reentrants, and fugitives because these priorities best protect public safety in the United
States.

One important tool that ICE relies upon to advance these priorities is Secure Communities, which facilitates
ICE's ability to identify and remove aliens who pose a threat to public safety. Between October 2008 and the
end of FY 2010, the number of convicted criminals that ICE removed from the U.S. increased 71%, while the
number of non-criminals removed dropped by 23%. These trends are due in significant part to the implementation
and expansion of Secure Communities. In fact, Secure Communities has accounted for 29% of all ICE criminal
alien removals this year to date.

Although Secure Communities will be activated nationwide in 2013, a jurisdiction that wishes to adjust its
deployment schedule can contact ICE to discuss. ICE will work with them to address any concerns and determine
appropriate next steps.
If Vermont, or any other state, does not sign the memorandum of agreement, it will not lose access to the
national criminal databases.

ICE continues to work with its law enforcement partners across the country to responsibly and effectively
implement Secure Communities. This cooperation has resulted in the removal of more than 72,000, convicted
criminal aliens, including more than 26,000 convicted of the most serious offenses like murder, rape, and the
sexual abuse of children. FBI-SC-FPL-415

b7E
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Re: DHS QFRS re DHS Oversight Page 4 of 4

Please call if you would like to discuss. Thanks for your help!

FBI-SC-FPL-416

8/2/2011
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From: |leogov]
Sent: Thllrav 2ay 12 8:29
To: leo.gov' @leo.gov'
Subject: inos issue, IC Secure communiles Update
Attachments: Grever Summary 5-11-11[1 ].docx; Hennessey_ltr_fin.pdf

FYI

From: l  Irmailto ic.fbi.aov
Sent: ursda May 12, 2011 7:25 AM
To:I Pleo.gov'
Subject: Fw: Illinois issue, ICE Secure Communities Update

V/R

FBI/CJIS
r Official

From:l b6
To: Morris, Stephen L.; Roberts, Daniel D.; Pender, Jerome M. b
Ccl I
Sent: Wed May 11 22:55:35 2011
Subject: RE: Illinois issue, ICE Secure Communities Update

I worked with Ito pull together the attached. I tried to provide a quick background on Interoperability, then
Secure Communities; the 5 # of participants, quote by Napolitano that SC is mandatory, bulleted list of how process
works and a reference to the letter from the Illinois governor. I do not include the bottom line question, but perhaps
should. I also do not go into details of options like the local not receiving the DHS response, but again can.

It still needs "tweaked" tomorrow morning, but wanted to share with you all tonight the DRAFT to get any suggestions
you may have.

Also attached is the letter from the California AG to SF Sheriff Hennessey.

v/R

I I
Desi~ated Federal Officer

From: Grever, Louis E.
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2011 6:17 PM
To: Morris, Stephen L.; Roberts, Daniel D.; Pender, Jerome M.;

Subject: Re: Illinois issue, ICE Secure Communities Update FBI-SC-FPL-472

1
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I appreciate the offer. I think I have a pretty good feel for it and have been tracking for a while. The fact that an entire state
wants to opt out is certainly a new twist though.

Stop by anyway, the coffee will be hot.

Louis E. Grever
Exec. Asst. Dir.
FBI Science & Technology

From: Morris, Stephen L.
To: Grever, Louis E.; Roberts, Daniel D.; Pender, Jerome M.]
Cc:I
Sent: Wed May 11 17:54:37 2011
Subject: Re: Illinois issue, ICE Secure Communities Update

Louis, I will be in the building tomorrow morning. I can stop by and brief you on the 1-minute version. Its not complicated
just political due to the immigration issue...SLM

From: Grever, Louis E.
To: Roberts, Daniel D.; Morris, Stephen L.; Pender, Jerome M.;
Cc
Se* l.. V U l.Ay .I ..J. .J..- LU LI

Subject: Re: Illinois issue, ICE Secure Communities Update

Thanks for heads up. I will alert the Director, but will need a background paper by early tomorrow to get him up to speed.

Can I get a one or two page background paper on Secure Communities and the controversy surrounding OPT OUT by
10am tomorrow?

Louis

Louis E. Grever
Exec. Asst. Dir.
FBI Science & Technology

From: Roberts, Daniel D.
To: Grever, Louis E.; Morris, Stephen L.; Pender, Jerome M.;
Cc:I /
Sent: Wed May 11 15:24:18 2011
Subject: Illinois issue, ICE Secure Communities Update

All: .I just completed a call with Illinois State Police Director Hiram Grau and his staff. In short, they are in the middle of
this political immigration debate just like us. ISP was ordered by their Governor to shut off the flow of prints to DHS
(IDENT), as they have "Opted Out" of the ICE Secure Communities program. The bottom line is that the Governor of
Illinois will likely call AG Holder to have a discussion about this. I told ISP Director Grau that I would respond back to his
letter and we will let the political process play out (I did not offer to cut the connection or change the flow of prints at
this time and he did not press for same). Although DHS Secretary Nepalitano has said there can be no "Opting Out" of
Secure Communities, we frankly need the AG to tell
OGC is working to brief up Val Caproni on this issue.[ lis preparing executive talk points.

Louis: You may want to give the Director the heads-up on this, since the Governor will likely be calling Holder.

2
FBI-SC-FPL-473
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Secure Communities Briefing Notes

IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability
* Congress enacted legislation to ensure that the Department of Justice's (DOJ) Integrated Automated

Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) and the Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) Automated
Biometric Identification (IDENT) System are interoperable and the criminal and immigration information,
contained therein, is accessible to and shared among other local, state, tribal, federal and international law
enforcement agencies.
o The USA Patriot Act (Oct. 2001) required a 'fully integrated means to share law enforcement and intelligence information."

o The Border Security Act, effective January 2002, accelerated Patriot Act deadlines and required an "interoperable electronic
data system."

o DHS Appropriations Bill, FY2004 requires the DHS biometric infrastructure to be 'fully interoperable" with the FBI IAFIS.
o DOJAppropriations Bill, FY2005 cites congressional concern with the security gap created by the lack oflDENT/4FIS

interoperability.

* DOJ and DHS developed a fully integrated means to share law enforcement and immigration data via
IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability.

Secure Communities
* Secure Communities is a comprehensive plan that utilizes the technology of IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability

to optimize the way DHS identifies and removes criminal aliens.

* As of 5/11/2011, 1,286 state and local law enforcement jurisdictions in 42 states are participating.
* DHS Secretary Napolitano has stated that participation in Secure Communities is mandatory

* The following outlines the process for those state and local jurisdictions participating in Secure
Communities:
o Law enforcement agencies submit fingerprints to their State Identification Bureau (SIB) who forwards

to the FBI's IAFIS per their regular process.
o IAFIS searches the criminal master file and returns a response to the law enforcement agency via the

SIB per the regular process.
o IAFIS also generates a search against the DHS IDENT system.
o IDENT returns to the FBI an IDENT response (IDR) with any match information.
o FBI generates an Immigration Alien Query (IAQ) to the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC)

for all matches from IDENT.
o The LESC responds to the FBI with an Immigration Alien Response (IAR) indicating the subject's

immigration status and also contacts the local ICE office to coordinate any further DHS action.
o The FBI combines the IDR and IAR into one response and sends the response to the SIB who then

provides the information to the law enforcement agency if they are technically capable of receiving the
DHS responses.

* Illinois governor has just requested the active state law enforcement jurisdictions be turned off.

Attachment: California Attorney General letter to San Francisco Sheriff regarding Secure Communities.

FBI-SC-FPL-474
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

EDMUND G.-BROWN JR.
ATTORNEY GENERAL

May 24, 2010

Sheriff Michael Hennessey Via Facsimile (415) 554-7050
City and County of San Francisco
Room 456, City Hall
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

RE: Secure Communities

Dear Sheriff Hennessey:

I am writing in response to your letter regarding the Secure Communities program developed by
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). The program is scheduled to be rolled out in
San Francisco next month. You requested that the California Department of Justice (DOJ) block
ICE from running checks on the fingerprints collected in San Francisco. The Secure
Communities program is up and running in 169 counties in 20 states, including 17 couities in
California. Because I think this program serves both public safety and the interest of justice, I
am declining your request.

The DOJ Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigative Services is the entity designated by
California law to maintain a database of fingerprints used in the state fox law enforcement
purposes. When someone.is arrested, the county forwards the fingerprints to the DOJ to identify
the person, determine his or her criminal history and to discover any outstanding warrants. As in
every other state, the DOJ forwards those fingerprints to the FBI to check for a history of
criminal activity outside of the state. Under the Secure Communities program, the FBI forwards
fingerprints collected at arrest to ICE. If ICE finds a match to prints in its database, ICE notifies
the county. ICE's stated intent and practice is to place holds on those individuals who are in the
country illegally and who have a history of serious crimes or who have been previously deported.

Prior to the Secure Communities program, the name, but not the fingerprint, provided by an
individual on arrest Was run through ICE's database of people known by ICE to be in the country
illegally. Often, individuals with a criminal history were released before their immigration status

FBI-SC-FPL-475

13001 STREET * SUITE 1740 * SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 " PHONE (916) 324-5437T FAX (916) 445-6749
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Letter to Sheriff Michael Hennessey
May 24, 2010
Page 2 of 2

was discoveied. Using fingerprints is faster, race neutral and results in accurate information and
identification.

In these matters statewide uniformity makes sense. This is not simply a local issue, Many of the
people booked in local jails end up in state prison or go on to commit crimes in other counties or
states.

I appreciate your concern. But I believe that working withthe federal government in this matter
advances important and legitimate law enforcement objectives.

Sincerely,

EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
Attorney General

FBI-SC-FPL-476
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FW: Staff call next Tuesday at I Page 1 of 4

FW: Staff call next Tuesday at 1

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 11:30 AM

To: Ileo.gov

Wanted to make sure IIU knows about this call.

Assistant General Counsel
FBI/OGC/AIU
1000 Custer Hollow Rd. C-3
Clarksburg, W.Va. 26306

FAX

From:
Sent:- Friday May 20. 9011 4-46 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: Staff call next Tuesday at 1

I don't think so. I believe the Compact is pretty explicit that, upon signing, you
have to open up your files in accordance with the Compact agreement. I would say
that the "related agency" doctrine would encompass ICE looking to arrest criminals,
since the prints were submitted for a criminal inquiry. lyour thoughts?

--- I I b bE

From:
Ser 11 4:27 PM
To:
Subject: RE: Staff call next Tuesday at 1

On a related matter, had asked in relation to the Illinois "opt-out"
whether there is anything in the Compact that would govern restricting further use
of the information. In other words, can States put limitations on the use of their
information as a precondition to submitting it to NCIC?

THIS MAY BE A PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION OR CONTAIN ATTORNEY WORK
PRODUCT. DO NOT DISSEMINATE FURTHER WITHOUT PRIOR FBI-OGC APPROVAL.

Deputy General Counsel
General Law Branch
Office of the General Counsel

E 1deralRr~aam of Investigation

From:
Sent: 'rlday, May.-U, AUll 4:20 PM FBI-SC-FPL-599

I7 /28/ 2011
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FW: Staff call next Tuesday at 1 Page 2 of 4

To:

b6

Subject: Staff call next Tuesday at 1

Hil

b I
Tuesday at 1 is bad for me; but thankfully there are plenty of knowledgeable peo l
at CJIS. Since the staffer mentioned Secure Communities, I want[ in e AGCI I

w who is familiar with the SC project. I am also copying tfr nd some
oter CJIS folks into the loop. Folks are you available or know who can best
advise in case any specifics come up? Thanks.-w--
Froml I
From
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2011 4:10 PM
To:

ubj . rv: LuiS tuescns -next Wednesday?

Hope all is well. Could you help refer me to someone who could handle this? I
forgot to send it earlier - my apologies.
A staffer would like to speak with CJIS regarding questions about the disparity
between states' reporting - basic questions, I think. Do you think you could ask
CJIS if they could get on the phone on Tuesday at 1'pm?
Sorry for the short notice! b6

From :I I
Sent. Wpdne sda Mav ., 2011 3:11 PM
To: Ihsgac.senate.gov'
Subject: Re: CJIS Questions -next Wednesday?

I'll check with CJIS for a 1 pm conference call.
Thanks,

From HSGAC) hsgac.senate.gov>
To: [111I
Sent: Wed May 18 15:09:20 2011
Subject: RE: CJIS Questions -next Wednesday?
Yes, we can book the conference room except for 11-12. Could we do 1?

From: [mailto 1 ic.fbi.qov]
SenT Wedneday. . 2011 A:bs FM
To: (HSGAC)
Subject: Re: CJIS Questions -next Wednesday?

Next tues okay for you? FBI-SC-FPL-600

7/28/2011
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FW: Staff call next Tuesday.at 1 Page 3 of 4

rHSGAC) I  hsgac.senate.gov>
To:
Sent: Wed May 18 14:58:01 2011
Subject: RE: CJIS Questions -next Wednesday?

Just following up when you are available? Thanks.

From: (HSGAC)
Sen - Thursdny May 12, 2011 4:18 PM
To:
Subject: RE: CJIS Questions -next Wednesday?

I
Is Wednesday - next week acceptable?

From: [mailtoF eic.fbi.qov]
Senr - Thrur nu -9 2011 3:10 PM

To: (HSGAC)
Subject: RE: CJIS Questions

Okay, thanks We'll talk real soon.

From: (HSGAC) [mailto: lhsqac.senate.qov]
Sent- Thurmsda My 12, 2011 2:57 PM
To:

Subject: RE: CJIS Questions

Thanks it is not a hurry. I will get back to with sometimes soon. I am
just looking for a very brief introduction/tutorial on what criminal data is b6
reported by the States, variation if any amongst the States, any problems with this bgc
variation and FBI/Justice's opinion on whether more data reporting would be useful? b7E

From: [mailto:- ic.fbi.gov]
Sent: Thursday. May 12. 2011 2:53 PM
To: (HSGAC)
Subject: RE: CJIS Questions

wI
Hope all is well. If you could provide a summary which fleshes out a bit what you
would like to discuss, I'll set up a call with CJIS personnel and make sure that
it's staffed appropriately.
Monday is not good for me next week, but mid week maybe?

Thanks,

From: (HSGAC) [mailto s hspac.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 2:50 PM
To: I
Subject: CJIS Questions FBI-SC-FPL-601

Hi, I am with Senator Brown's office (R-Ma) and I am interested in some
data on CJIS. I just had a meeting with DHS on "secure communities" and they
mentioned a variation in the level of criminal information reported and that States

'/28/2011
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FW: Staff call next Tuesday at 1 Page 4 of 4

were not required to report information. I am definitely not an expert but would
like to discuss the CJIS information with the FBI at your convenience. Thank you
again for your consideration and assistance.

HSGAC Senator Brown (R-Ma)

FBI-SC-FPL-602

7/28/2011
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Re: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes Page 1 of7

Re: Hot One: Need AP Meetin Minutes

Sic.fbi.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 7:32 AM

To: I@ddhs.got dhs.gov; r d dhs.gov

Cc: c@dhs.gov; dhs.gov; Ieo.gov

Yes this is the recommendation that the APB endorsed for the action paper that was taken through the APB
process for Clarification on Record Linking.

Thanks!

'>L blackberry -

From: @dhs.qov>
To[ I@dhs.gov>;

dlhodhslgov>
Cc: Greenberg, Randi L .odhs.gov>; Edhs.gov> I;

I leo.gov leo.gov>
Sent: Wed Mar 09 07:27:59 2011
Subject: RE: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes

Hi

Is the language you are referring to below from the June 2009 APB meeting minutes that every transaction will
be sent to IDENT regardless of the type of transaction? Just want to make sure we have the right part of the I
meeting minutes.
APB ITEM #9 Chairman's Report on the Identification Services (IS) Subcommittee
Mr Deputy Superintendent, Boston Police Department, and Chairman of the IS Subcommittee,
provided the Chairman's Report. (See Appendix 0 orthe PowerPoint presentation.)
During the Chairman's report and discussion, the APB passed the following motions:
IS Issue #4 Clarification on Record Linking
APB Recommendation: The APB passed a motion to accept Option #1 with amended verbiage as shown in bold:
For record linking/maintenance purposes, a search/record update will be sent to the Department of Homeland
Security's (DHS) Automated Biometric Identification System (1DENT) regardless of the CIS Division stakeholder's
request for an IDENT search. The state can opt out of receiving response.
Thanks,

Secure Communities
Department of Homeland Security
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement

ids.vI kw) . (c)

From: L  [mailtol ic.fbi.gov]

Sent Tuesday, March 08. 201leo.go 5:01 PM
Cc: Greenberg, Randi L; @leo.gov

FBI-SC-FPL-603

7/28/2011
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Re: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes Page 2 of 7

Subject: RE: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes

If that's the information that they are looking for, that APB endorsement is in the June 2009 meeting minutes.
Word of caution though...this recommendation was made for Record Linking purposes, no mention of Secure
Communities functionality.

Supervisory Management and Program Analyst
FBI CJIS Division / Global Operations Section
ntr r i Initiatives Unit (IIU)

(office)
(mobile)

This e-mail may contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) which must be protected in accordance with applicable privacy and secunty policies.
If you are not the intended recipient of this information, disclosure, reproduction, distibution, or use of this informaton is prohibited.

From: dhs.gov]
Sent: I ues a March US, 2011 :bs PM
To:
Cc:  Greenberg, Randi L; fileo.gov
Subject: e: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes

What they are looking for is the APB vote that all criminal submissions beginning with NGI will go to Ident, no
exception. This was the apb optout issue

Sent using BlackBerry b

b7E

From: ic.fbi. ov>
To dhs.gov>; >r

bdhs.gov>; Sic.fbi.gov>;
leo.gov>

Sent: Tue Mar 08 16:49:13 2011
Subject: RE: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes

Sorry...one more point. The discussion regarding what types of transactions search against IDENT data really
goes back to the discussions for iDSM and is probably covered in our Concept of Operations. So that
decision predates the Secure Communities program. Though I wasn't part of the discussions, I imagine since
Secure Communities was going to bring a search of the full IDENT repository the TOTs were examined and
redefined.

I hope this helps.

From
To
Cc: Greenberg, Randi L; FBI-SC-FPL-604
Subject: RE: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes

7/28/2011
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Re: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes Page 3 of 7

The APB did not endorse or recommend the types of transactions that were sent to IDENT under the Secure
Communities program, as they were not asked.

The decision as to which types of transactions were sent to IDENT under the Secure Communities initiative was
determined through discussions between the Secure Communities Program Office and the CJIS Division. We
initially started with the notion of all criminal transactions. There were some concerns with the CNA transactions
to the point that it was determined we would (at that time) not send CNAs. (side-note: We are still not sending
the CNAs though I believe it's a topic for discussion at the touchbase meetings.)

There was also a lot of discussion between ICE, US-Visit and CJIS around the CPI and CAR non-retains, though
ultimately the decision was made to send them.

I'm confident between the two agencies these discussions are captured in meeting minutes, but they won't be
captured in any minutes from the APB process.

I hope this helps, but if not please don't hesitate to reply or give me a call.

Supervisory Management and Program Analyst
FBI CIS Division / Global Operations Section
Interoperabilit Initiatives Unit (IIU)

(office)
(mobile)

This e-mail may contain Personally Identflable Information (PII) which must be protected in accordance with applicable privacy and secuity polides.
If you are not the intended recipient of this information, disclosure, reproduction, distnbution, or use of this information is prohibited.

11 I

From: kdhs.gov] s
Sent-* Timcclhr Marrb Al 7n11 ?.R DM
Too

Cc: I  Greenberg, Randi L;
Subject: Re: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes

We are looking for the minutes where they approved the foreign born or unknown place of birth functionality.

IManagement ProgramAnalyst
U.S. Immigration & Customs Enforcement
Enforcement & Removal Operations
Secure Communities IT Modernization
500 12th Street S.W. (2177B)
Washington D.C. 20004

Office
Mobile
dhs.gov Email

Fro dhg ic.fbi.gov> FBI-SC-FPL-605
To: dhs.gov>

7/28/2011
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Re: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes Page 4 of 7

Cc: Adhs.gov>; odhs.gov>; Greenberg,
Randi L | dhs.gov>; dhs.gov>
Sent: Tue Mar 08 15:49:25 2011
Subject: RE: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes

is out of the office and I'm actually at APB Working Groups in Louisville right now. I need a clarification of
specifically what you are looking for. The topic paper you attached is referencing the functionality of Foreign and
Unknown Place of Birth notifications, as opposed to making the determination as to what types of transactions
are sent to IDENT.

Are you looking for where it was determined or who determined what transactions are sent to IDENT for Secure
Communities?

Supervisory Management and Program Analyst
FBI CIS Division / Global Operations Section
InteroDerabilitv Initiatives Unit (IIU)

[office)
Imobile)

This e-mail may contain Personally Identifiable Informaion (PII) which must be protected in accordance with applicable privacy and security policies.
If you are not the intended recipient of this Information, disclosure, reproduction, disbbution, or use of this Information Is prohibited.

From: ]dhs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday. March 08. 2011 251 M b
To: lo.gov b7C
Cc: Greenberg, Randi L; 7E
Subject: Hot One: Need APB Meeting Minutes

Hi

We are looking for the meeting minutes in which the APB approved Secure Communities to receive CAR
transactions. In the APB Archive on LEO both the Orlando, FL and Litte Rock, Arkansas meeting minutes for issue
#14 just states that Jim made a presentation on SC transactions through Interoperability, but does not state
anyone approved SC transactions in the meeting minutes.

Is there any easy way to find the minutes that approved all CAR transactions to go through SC?

Under Subcommitted Meetings Archive for Idenfication services Subcommitted in Aug 2008 Issue #4 states the
following below. Could you confirm if that is what we are looking for above? I think it is because the minutes
below stated the motion carried, but not sure CAR transactions were approved anywhere else with the APB
governance structure as we are looking for official documentation that approves SC to receive IAQ on CAR
transactions.

Thanks for your help,

CJIS ADVISORY POLICY 9MT E
IDENTIFICATION SERVICES (sTE
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CLARKSBURG, WV
OCTOBER 22, 2008

STAFF PAPER
IS ISSUE #4
Foreign and Unknown Place of Birth (POB) Notifications to U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC)
PURPOSE
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), ICE in conjunction with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division is proposing to improve
community safety by transforming the way the federal government cooperates with state and local law
enforcement agencies to identify, detain, and remove criminal aliens.
The purpose of this paper is to present a proposal for the FBI/CJIS to provide notification to the DHS
ICE LESC of Foreign or Unknown POB to identify and process criminal aliens amenable for removal.
POINT OF CONTACT:
James Buckley, (202) 514-3206
REQUEST OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE
The Subcommittee is requested to review the information provided in this paper and provide appropriate
comments, suggestions, and recommendations to the APB.
BACKGROUND
The FBI /CJIS Division and the DHS United States Visitor and Immigration Status Indicator
Technology (US-VISIT) Program have been working together to achieve Interoperability between the
FBI's Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) and the DHS Automated
Biometric Identification System (IDENT). Interoperability is planned through incremental deployment,
with additional functionality planned for October 2008 and full interoperability to be achieved through
the Next Generation Identification (NGI).
The DHS ICE LESC began leveraging interoperability with the deployment of the iDSM in September
2006. When a subject is searched against the FBI/CJIS and DHS/US-VISIT datasets and a fingerprint
match is found in the iDSM, the FBI/CJIS generates an Immigration Alien Query (IAQ) message to the
DHS ICE LESC to request immigration status. If the subject is of interest to DHS, ICE LESC
immediately responds by issuing a detainer on the subject to prevent being released on bond.
As an additional enhancement, the FBI/CJIS implemented changes in April 2008 to provide ICE LESC
an electronic notification of identifications to IAFIS records when subjects are also enrolled in the
Immigration Violator File (IVF). Enrollment in the IVF signifies subjects that are a high enforcement
priority for ICE - criminal aliens who have been deported for drug trafficking, firearms trafficking, or
serious violent crimes and on foreign-born individuals who have violated some section of the
Immigration and Nationality Act. This adds an additional and effective avenue for ICE to identify
criminal aliens who are amenable for removal.
One of the key components of the ICE comprehensive plan to Identify and Remove Criminal Aliens is
the distribution of integration technology that will link local law enforcement agencies to both DHS and
FBI biometric databases. As part of the current routine booking process, local officers run a subject's
fingerprints through FBI's IAFIS to access that individuals' criminal history. As part of the
interoperability effort, those fingerprints will also automatically be searched against DHS databases to
access immigration history information. This functionality will be deployed by the FBI/CJIS Division
and DHS/US-VISIT in October 2008 with the Single Search Capability/IDENT Data Response pilot.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Although ICE has made considerable progress over the past several years in identifying and removing
criminal aliens through its Criminal Alien Program, a fundamental change in ICE's current approach is
required to reach the goal of identifying and removing all removable aliens convicted of a crime. The
implementation of a comprehensive plan to Identify and Remove Criminal Aliens (Secure Communities)
will leverage emerging technology that shares law enforcett t_ p federal, state, and local
law enforcement agencies. By using this technology, ICE is now able to expand coverage nationwide in
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a more effective manner. Interoperability between the FBI's IAFIS and DHS's IDENT will help ICE
and local law enforcement officers positively identify criminal aliens.
ICE has been directed by Congress to improve and modernize efforts to identify aliens convicted of a
crime, sentenced to imprisonment, and who may be deportable, and remove them from the U.S. once
they are judged deportable and to work to establish a process in conjunction with DOJ that will make
every reasonable effort to remove, upon their release from custody, all criminal aliens judged
deportable. ICE has the Secure Communities Initiative that applies risk-based methodologies (e.g., an
IAQ) to focus resources on assisting all local communities in identifying high-risk criminal aliens
amenable for removal while in custody.
In support of the Secure Communities Initiative, the FBI/CJIS Division was requested by ICE to provide
an IAQ to the LESC for all IAFIS ten-print Criminal submissions based on a Foreign or Unknown POB
and all IAFIS tenprint criminal submissions that match against an existing IAFIS record with a Foreign
or Unknown POB.
If the Subcommittee recommends that an IAQ be sent to the DHS ICE LESC for both types of
submissions, the following details the processes for each enhancement.
An authorized contributor sends a Criminal tenprint submission to IAFIS for a search of the Criminal
Master File (CMF) and the subject's POB is Foreign or Unknown, FBI/CJIS will initiate an IAQ to the
LESC on behalf of the requestor, regardless of a positive or negative hit in IDENT. If the search of
IAFIS results in a positive match, the FBI number returned from the search will be included in the IAQ.
If the searches result in "No match", the outcome will be a biographic-based IAQ and may indicate a
first encounter of a potential illegal alien. The LESC will then perform a more extensive search of
immigration records to determine the alien status of the subject. Once the alien status has been
determined, the LESC will transmit an Immigration Alien Response (IAR) directly to the requestor and
may also alert the local ICE office to take additional action.
An authorized contributor sends a Criminal tenprint submission for a search of the CMF with the POB
field marked as U.S. If the submission biometrically matches a subject in the CMF with the POB
Foreign or Unknown, FBI/CJIS will initiate an IAQ to the LESC. The LESC will then perform a more
extensive search of immigration records to determine the alien status of the subject. Once the alien status
has been determined, the LESC will transmit an IAR directly to the requestor and may also alert the
local ICE office to take additional action.
If the Subcommittee approves the concept as outlined in this paper the enhancements will be
implemented through the NGI contract.
RECOMMENDATION
The Subcommittee is requested to review the information in this paper and make recommendations on
the following:
1. Approve the concept as outlined in this paper.
2. Approve with recommended changes. b6
Fall 2008 Working Group Actions: b7 c
North Central Workine G up Action; L67
Motion: Mrl made a motion to accept the proposal for FBI/CJIS to provide notification
to the DHS/ICE/LESC of Foreign or Unknown POB to identify and process criminal aliens amenable
for removal as outlined with the enhancements to be implemented through the NGI contracts.
Second: Mr.
Action: Motion carried
Northeastern Working Group Action:
Motion: M imade a motion to approve the concept as outlined in the paper:
In support of the Secure Communities Initiative, the FBI/CJIS Division was requested by ICE to provide
an IAQ to the LESC for all IAFIS ten-print Criminal submissions based on a Foreign or Unknown POB
and all IAFIS tenprint criminal submissions that match against an existing IAFIS record with a Foreign
or Unknown POB.
The following details the processes for each enhancement.
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An authorized contributor sends a Criminal tenprint submission to IAFIS for a search of the Criminal
Master File (CMF) and the subject's POB is Foreign or Unknown, FBI/CJIS will initiate an IAQ to the
LESC on behalf of the requestor, regardless of a positive or negative hit in IDENT. If the search of
IAFIS results in a positive match, the FBI number returned from the search will be included in the IAQ.
If the searches result in "No match", the outcome will be a biographic-based IAQ and may indicate a
first encounter of a potential illegal alien. The LESC will then perform a more extensive search of
immigration records to determine the alien status of the subject. Once the alien status has been
determined, the LESC will transmit an Immigration Alien Response (IAR) directly to the requestor and
may also alert the local ICE office to take additional action.
An authorized contributor sends a Criminal tenprint submission for a search of the CMF with the POB
field marked as U.S. If the submission biometrically matches a subject in the CMF with the POB
Foreign or Unknown, FBI/CJIS will initiate an IAQ to the LESC. The LESC will then perform a more
extensive search of immigration records to determine the alien status of the subject. Once the alien status
has been determined, the LESC will transmit an IAR directly to the requestor and may also alert the
local ICE office to take ndrlitinnl nation.
Second: Lieutenani
Action: Motion carried.
Federal Wqrkin Grnun Action:
Motion: MI Jmoved that the FBI/CJIS Division provide an IAQ to the LESC for all IAFIS
tenprint criminal submissions based on a foreign or unknown POB and all IAFIS tenprint criminal
submissions that match against an existing IAFIS record with a foreign or unknown POB. The motion
further moved to approve the concept as outlined in the paper.
Second: Mr- I
Action: MorTn arnea.
Southern Workin Grou Action:
Motion: Mrl .nade a motion to approve the concept as outlined, an authorized contributor
sends a Criminal tenprint submission to IAFIS for a search of the Criminal Master File (CMF) and the
subject's POB is Foreign or Unknown, FBI/CJIS will initiate an IAQ to the LESC on behalf of the
requestor, regardless of a positive or negative hit in IDENT. If the search of IAFIS results in a positive
match, the FBI number returned from the search will be included in the IAQ. If the searches result in
"No match", the outcome will be a biographic-based IAQ and may indicate a first encounter of a
potential illegal alien. The LESC will then perform a more extensive search of immigration records to 6
determine the alien status of the subject. Once the alien status has been determined, the LESC will he c
transmit an Immigration Alien Response (IAR) directly to the requestor and may also alert the local ICE b E
office to take additional action.
Second: Ms f
Action: Motion carried
Western Wqrlkinar GrTn Artion:
Motion: Mr.l Imoved to approve the concept as outlined in the topic paper. Concept: To
provide an Immigration Alien Query to the LESC for all IAFIS ten-print criminal submissions based on
a Foreign or Unknown POB and all IAFIS tenprint criminal submissions that match against and existing
Integration Antonmated inerrin Identification System record with a Foreign or Unknown POB.
Second: Ms.
Action: Motion Carried.

Secure Communities
Department of Homeland Security
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement

- adhs.a]ov w) (c)
FBI-SC-FPL-609
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